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 The info she shares presents a holistic approach to treating this problem and expect families
just about everywhere.This story is about a mother's personal journey to get noninvasive,
alternative procedures on her behalf twin sons who experienced Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) since birth. This book is a very important resource which can be a lifeline to for
families facing this challenge. They also present thrilling and innovative methods to help
conquer this disorder which includes chelation therapy, amino acid therapy, the HANDLE method
of analyzing neurological deficiencies, kinesiology and psychological freedom techniques, and
even more. Naturopathic and homeopathic practitioners weigh in on what ADHD can be caused
by conditions such as for example ear infections, human brain seizures, and poor neurology, and
also toxicity from artificial meals coloring, vaccinations, aspartame, electromagnetic radiation,
food allergies, heavy metal poisoning and various other environmental toxins.
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Helping kids with hyperactivity and attention challenges. This is a book that each parent of a
child with attention or hyperactivity problems needs to have in his/her library. You can easily
understand and follow and gets the potential to be life altering in an exceedingly positive way
for children with ADHD. I came across that (at the time of this writing) a lot of the reviewers of
the reserve are not verified purchasers on Amazon, & most of the unverified purchasers are
either practitioners of a few of the treatments in the reserve, or professionals working with
ADHD people.I'm not saying nobody are certain to get anything of worth from the book, but We
am saying that this book is primarily for parents/caregivers of incredibly affected individuals
that are not only ADHD, but perhaps autistic aswell. As a former school psychologist and current
university professor, I give Success Over ADHD my highest recommendation. I'm afraid We was
quite disappointed We was extremely disappointed with this reserve.. It creates so much feeling
when you start connecting the dots! I purchased this book to consider solutions that put on my
personal situation, never to examine her personal account. Even though I was/am sympathetic, it
was really tedious to muddle through the intricacies of children with issues unlike my kid. I
know that sounds callous, but easily had bought an individual account, that would be great--but I
was promised actual solutions that might apply to my child.After I closed the book for the
ultimate time, I went back and look at the reviews for the book and make an effort to figure out
why people loved this book so much. Searching on the name of the treatment led to a dead end
aswell. Every educator &The other thing that bothered me greatly was many of these treatments
involve visiting many, many professionals and having A WHOLE LOT of lab tests that could or
may not be included in insurance. It presents the author's personal tale of herself and her
children, along with the encounters of others and insights from several professionals who
contribute information about factors that can foster ADHD and strategies that can bring balance
and wellness. Adding a chiropractor and unlimited lab tests (that the children's insurance
company pertains to the deductible) is simply out of grab me as an individual mom.I guess I was
expecting tips about how to structure my child's environment, motivate him without frustrating
him, and things like that. That's NOT what this book is about.The main one therapy that caught
my eye had a website helpfully displayed within the essay--but that website resulted in a
lifeless link. Deborah was a guest on my radio display, Autism with Dr. Andy and her amino acid
therapy, in my opinion, is safe and far better than drug therapy since it treats the whole child
and not just the disease. (Most of the essays on treatments not only referenced ADHD, but
autism. pediatrician in the world should read this book. Otherwise, you may find yourself a little
disappointed, as I was. It works Lots of great suggestions in this publication. My child has
improved a lot since I began following the suggestions.This is essential Go through for Parents
with kids which have ADHD. Five Stars great FINALLY...an alternative solution to DRUGGING your
child! Thanks thus much for sharing this specific information with the world. An instant & easy
examine with True solutions parents can use to find their method thru the chaos. Very
disappointing.) If you have usage of state resources for care and therapies--and have incredibly
GREAT health insurance--then that is a plus too.We ended up skipping ahead once I realized the
first half of the book was weekly by week, season by season, chronicle of every single step of
the author's children's health challenges. Deborah Merlin writes with extraordinary clearness
and honesty, and her tale captivated me from page 1. This book is great and was just what I
likely to get. It also exposes the many hazards that can contribute to the ADHD conditions, such
as for example pregnancy and birth problems, allergies, immune issues, vaccines, pesticides,
meals additives, food intolerances, psychological stresses, and artificial electromagnetic areas.
Not a FULL 5-celebrities, but I'm not finished with it however!. The reviews made it seem like it



might be a comprehensive resource for parents of ADHD children, but I found it to be mostly
anecdotal tales and essays on possible treatments written by practitioners (with the
practitioners' websites frequently advertised alongside their essay). Love the book up to now..I
like how this mom is on a MISSION to find out just what triggers ADHD symptoms and doesn't
simply cover it up with a Band-Aid. Authentic exploration of holistic healing for ADHD This book
offers a somewhat unique consider the multifaceted challenges of ADHD and related
neurological patterns. Four Stars It arrived without problems or delays. Dealing w/ADHD? Don't
actually hesitate: buy this book now! Good Book! This book is an excellent and unique mix of
both descriptive personal struggle and accessible, leading edge info/guidance/references. It can
help any parent, irrespective of their starting point when it comes to understanding a holistic,
organic approach to healing. A valuable, must-have tool or present for every family dealing with
ADHD. I'd provide it 5 celebrities once I'm done, I'm sure! I know for me, I spend of pocket for my
kid to find his therapist and I'm just about tapped out from then on. The book examines a variety
of therapies, including nutrition, rock detox, dietary changes, homeopathy, chiropractic, energy
psychology, brain gym, and oriental medicine. The description was lifeless on and helpful. A key
point in the reserve is that allopathic medicines used for ADHD don't treat anything that's
actually evoking the problems, plus they can aggravate the problems or cause other problems.
The author is for certain that seeking natural alternatives provided a much better outcome for
her family than would occur for individuals who remain trapped in a typical medicine paradigm.
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